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ABSTRACT - SQL injection is one of the cyber attack used by the attackers to penetrate into the web application database. This attack is considered to be the top ten threats and is also declared by “Open Web Application Security Project”. The importance of the injection detection is that even a young person can initiate this attack from any place and also no prior knowledge is required as there are existing tools available extensively. This attack works in the way by inserting a malicious code or logic in the authentication page and this compromises the system to return true in the condition while checking the data with the data present in the database. Actually, this malicious code breaks the format of string to a logic based function as in default all the data that are inputted by the user is written in a string format. We are using Random Forest algorithm to detect the injection attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SQL Injection is the type of cyber attack performed by the attackers to penetrate and to retrieve the data stored in the database. Now, in recent days there are lots and lots of web applications that are being used worldwide. Injection attack is specifically used to retrieve the data from the web applications. Injection attack uses some malicious code to enter into the server. SQL injection attack can be used in two ways. One of the way is by the use of POST method and another way is by the use of GET method. In the GET method the malicious code is written on the uniform resource locator directly as this method provides the data on the URL. Coming to the POST method, the attack that is done by using this method is on the user login page. The malicious login is written in the user credentials rather than the original data that is to be inputted. Basically how this web application interaction with the user works is that, it first asks the user for the credentials that are to given, it includes the user name and the password given by the user as shown in figure[1]. After completion of the the authentication the user will be directed to the server page and in which the user can access the data and also can modify the data. The data that has been provided by the user is taken as string input and also the data that is stored in the database server is also in the string format. This works in the way such that the given client data and the data stored in the database are compared with each other to return. This is the simple way of accessing the web application. Coming to the injection attack, how it works is that it uses its required logic to compromise the authentication. The user data is taken as string input and it uses its logic in the place of string input to manipulate the server to provide access to its entry as it compares with the data stored in the database only if the data is considered to be as in the string format, it breaks the format as its malicious logic. Also this attack is similar to that of OR gate where it returns true even if any of the credentials written is false. Normally OR gate works in the condition to satisfy the system if one condition among two is written correctly.

Saying so about the SQL injection attack and its working methodology, this attack can be effective only on SQL(Structured query language) database. In this modern era of emerging technologies with more advances there are new entries of ideas eliminating the previously used technique with a better feature. All the launch entries are not taken into account due to consistent replacement but SQL databases hold its significant role in relational database. With the boom in advancement of tech the users switch to web based services and applications. The web services and applications integrates with a database for storing the data. This database is vulnerable for attacks of different sort to retrieve users data. In this paper, we propose SQL injection detection model with random forest algorithm with the signified query analysis from the log captured from the web server. This detection model segregates the quality of the query with comparison to the training data set which has a quite different role in relational database. With the boom in advancement of tech the users switch to web based services and applications. The web services and applications integrates with a database for storing the data. This database is vulnerable for attacks of different sort to retrieve users data. In this paper, we propose SQL injection detection model with random forest algorithm with the signified query analysis from the log captured from the web server. This detection model segregates the quality of the query with comparison to the training data set which has a quite different role in relational database. With the boom in advancement of tech the users switch to web based services and applications. The web services and applications integrates with a database for storing the data. This database is vulnerable for attacks of different sort to retrieve users data. In this paper, we propose SQL injection detection model with random forest algorithm with the signified query analysis from the log captured from the web server. This detection model segregates the quality of the query with comparison to the training data set which has a quite different role in relational database.
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Figure[1]
An Integrated Prediction of SQL Injection using Random Forest

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

From the authors of[5] their work completely worked for the intrusion detection system using the defined algorithms for classifying the type of cyber-attacks took place. This system monitors continuous change in the network state and user activity. All of which needs more constant monitoring all over the working system with repeated cross checking in the classification of the behavior and this makes the system much complex in working. It has a difficulty in distinguishing the network, normal behavior and any internal error will impact the system to generate a false output overall. The data sets like KDDcup 99 data set are outdated but collective for the cyber security improving community[5]. From the authors [1] we can understand the normal basis and every perspective of an attack to happen. Everything from the CIA triad to deployment related security functions related to web based attacks are noted but they tend miss over in the input validation and code injected into applications for attackers benefits[1].

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

This drawback in the existing system is that it cannot detect all the types of injection attacks. The enhancement provided in the proposed system is that it can be able to detect all types of injection attacks. Also in this system it cannot have a direct access to the database. The database accessibility is restricted by user authentication through login service. All the applications commands and scripts are saved as logs. The logs are analyzed for any kind of malicious scripts or commands for the SQL injection vulnerability. The process of log entry and detection is inefficient in the current system.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this proposed system we are using random forest algorithm to detect the SQL injection attack. The main advantage of using this random forest algorithm in the detection of attack is that it provides high accuracy when compared to that of previously used systems. Also this works with the help of two data sets that are provided with the features. Non SQL injection observation and SQL injection observation are the two data sets provided as shown in the figure[2]. The malicious logic that are written to penetrate into the database system comes under the SQL injection observation. This observation captures the track of the data that is considered to be malicious. Non SQL observations includes the data which are not considered to be harmful to the system. In the data sets provided to predict the accuracy of detection there are five attacks of SQL injection and also provided with the label to monitor the entry. Also the data sets consist of codes like 1 and 0 in which 1 can be used to refer the attack that has been made to penetrate into the system and 0 can be defined to notify that no attacks are made. The data sets are saved in the excel format and is imported with the help of the pandas package. The algorithm used in this system is imported with the help of sklearn package and also it comes under ensemble learning. Also train test split package is imported from the sklearn which is used to train and test the data. This works in the way such that the features of the data sets are divided into halves and the input data is taken as the data for train x and the output of those features are taken in the train y. The test x and test y are used to test the features to predict the desired output.

V. RESULT

Best Model Hyper Parameters: {'C': 0.0171, 'penalty': 'l1'}
Test set accuracy = 1.0.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

As the technology keeps on growing vast, there is always a way for more problems to arise from the other side of ethics. The state of depending the attacks and malicious services keeps up more with the advanced technology and techniques which is equivalently crossing up with the attackers who are also having the same access to the technology and techniques. Everything said with more advancement there should be more complex methods for protection and prevention. For keeping up with the trend we have planned to give more futuristic features as updates which can enhance this prediction model to work more efficiently giving more accurate results. One of the feature which can give further accuracy in prediction is having a separate method to log or note all the unclassified observations and these unclassified observations are analyzed for activity taken on. These observation need some manual overview from the security team for further refinement in results and the look for more malicious activities like backdoor etc.
VII. CONCLUSION
This system helps to detect the SQLIA attack efficiently as we are using required data sets for the detection of attack and also it provides the confidentiality of the user data that is stored. The data sets provided helps us to identify the malicious entry of unknown data by the users. This helps the system to avoid loss of data records.
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